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climate chan(g)ce!

sustainable by design: this headline radiates the aspiration 
of most architects and urban planners today; that building 
should last long and not leave a footprint—a virtual one that 

is—on the environment. in the following, i want to explain which 
dimensions the concept of sustainability may entail. and i will illus-
trate that with the help of projects that we have been realising at the 
cobe. cobe stands for copenhagen and berlin, the two cities dan 
stubbergaard and i, Vanessa Miriam carlow, come from. We foun-
ded the office in 2004, and since then have been able to realise some 
buildings, we have been involved in large master planning schemes, 
we have realised urban spaces, and we have done research.

CoBe. Architecture. urbanism. research
Most of our projects are located in scandinavia, germany, or asia. 
but up until now, our strongest base is denmark. one of our most 
well-known projects is probably the conversion of the Northern 
harbour in copenhagen into a new urban district for 30,000 people 
with 30,000 work places. scandinavians have a high appreciation 
for beautiful and simple things. denmark is above all famous for 
good design. Modernity, in particular, has produced some icons—
also within the field of architecture. Many of these are located close 
to the water, which may not be a surprise given that denmark is an 
archipelago of several hundred islands. at no point in denmark is 
the distance to a shore longer than thirty-five kilometres. Denmark 
has one of the highest shoreline per capita ratios. that’s why—in my 
interpretation—the danes are so aware of the effects climate change 
may have (or already has) on their country. the coast is an extreme-
ly fragile system. 
after the united Nations intergovernmental Panel on climate 
Change (IPCC) published their “World Climate Report 2006”, we 
made a little animation showing what impact a sea level rise of only 
fifty centimetres (that equates to a medium climate change scenario) 

Fig. 1 – the library c
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would have on the geography of denmark, if no measures of coas-
tal protection were taken. the result was quite striking. denmark is 
very flat. The coast would change drastically. Approximately, one-
quarter of denmark’s land surface would be submerged. in fact, the 
cities around the baltic sea—like oslo, helsinki or copenhagen—
today are preparing for flood events of four metres. You can imagine 
what kind of impact that has on the built environment. the new 
metro line in copenhagen, which lies right next to the baltic sea,  
is put on pillars, the oslo opera has its own protection in form of 
a gigantic (yet very beautiful) staircase, and in helsinki, new buil-
dings are only permitted at higher grounds, where such a flood 
would not reach.
My point is: because people can feel the affect climate change 
has on their very lives, they are more aware of their behaviour.  
I don’t have scientific proof, but the fact that some of the most cut-
ting-edge green technologies were first invented and promoted in 
denmark could be taken as an indicator—think of the large indus-
trial windmills made by Vestas. so, there is a correlation between 
climate change and social change! can we employ one to tackle the 
other and vice versa? this is the atmosphere most cobe projects are 
conceived in, such as:

taastrup theatre
Formally, we were commissioned to carry out an energy upgrade 
of this building. When we first came to the site and talked with the 
theatre director, we realised that the building also has other prob-
lems beyond “just” an energy bill that is too high. It is located in one 
of copenhagen’s post-war new towns called høje taastrup—which 
has quite a bad reputation. it is a socially challenged neighbour-
hood, with a very diverse, comparatively young, rather colourful 
population, and a quite uninspiring urban realm. it has a shopping 
mall, a highway exit, and the local theatre is located at the entry 

to the town from copenhagen. For many years, the theatre didn’t 
look very inviting: a rough concrete box with no natural lighting 
and ventilation, a hidden entry, a foyer and café in the basement, a 
missing reception area—a horrible ex- and interior. and above all, 
it was an energy bomb, which basically had to do with the fact that 
the building had insufficient thermal insulation. 
today, the building looks completely different. the old rough con-
crete structure is wrapped into a second “theatre curtain.” – Fig. 2
We tried to find another approach of insulating the building than just 
to wrap it in blue foam—a material that is already under suspicion 
because it could cause us a lot of problems in thirty years. instead, 
we tried to work with materials that are recycling products or that 
can be reassembled. and by working with the second curtain, we 
created a bit of additional space—for example, to make a nice entry 
to the building. that space has the potential to become a kind of so-
cial glue for the neighbourhood, connecting the inside of the theatre 
with the outside. as a result of the insulation, we managed to reduce 
the building‘s energy consumption by 20%—the net figure is still 

Fig. 2 – New entrance taastrup theatre – Photo: Stamers Kontor 
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not impressively low, which also has to do with the fact that we are 
connected to the very inefficient municipal district heating network, 
which brings the heating from very far away. but as mentioned be-
fore, we realised very early in the work process that the theatre had 
other problems beyond being an energy bomb. it was conceived to 
be a meeting point in the community, but it was basically not an 
accepted public institution, which surely had to do with its poor 
condition and with its programme, but also with another fact: the 
theatre was losing its audience. the danish association of theatres 
established that the largest share of the theatre audience is sixty ye-
ars and older. The figures for Germany are not much different. The 
average age of symphony audiences is sixty-nine years. 
in a neighbourhood like høje taastrup, that means: most of the local 
population has never visited the theatre. accordingly, they will miss 
out on a form of participation and culture. So, the first thing we did 
before starting an actual design was to conduct a workshop with the 
pupils of the neighbouring school. We basically asked the children 
what would make a theatre attractive for them; and together, we 
developed the vision of a “Speaking Theatre”—a place that is invi-

ting and open. We used models to communicate with the children 
who do not speak architecture as mother tongue. and since we or-
ganised the workshop on the theatre grounds, we lured the children 
into the building in a very uncomplicated manner. the theatre direc-
tor welcomed everyone and also explained how the theatre works, 
and since at that age—most mothers or fathers pick up their child-
ren from school—we also got the parents into the theatre, many of 
whom we knew had never been there before. after the workshop, 
we tried to translate the wishes of the children into architecture—
not in every detail—which resulted in a kind of spatial synthesis 
of their ideas.  We also involved other people who are important 
for the community. it is possible for every project to identify those 
“godfathers and godmothers” who will communicate the intenti-
on of projects into their communities. these can be politicians, ar-
tists and neighbourhood organisers, or social workers and teachers. 
teachers are very important! 
so how did the building actually come to look the way it looks to-
day? The configuration of the original building looked like a shoe-
box of rough, exposed concrete, with the theatre hall on ground le-
vel and all of the other public amenities in the basement. Meaning, 
if you wanted to buy a ticket, you had to go downstairs, which is not 
very inviting. What we suggested was tightly wrapping the buil-
ding on three sides and the roof, but on the fourth side towards the 
street, we stretched the insulation a bit to generate some extra space 
that will henceforth accommodate all those super important things 
that work as a link to the outside—like the foyer, the café, the recep-
tion. – Fig. 3 This opening towards the outside has several benefits 
compared to the original condition: it allows for natural lighting and 
ventilation. daylight is very important in scandinavia especially in 
the wintertime, when we literally want to catch every ray of light. 
Finally, you can look into the theatre and you can look out from it. 
so the theatre is no longer a closed container. the theatre reopened 
spring 2010. We made sure that all the children who took part in 

Fig. 3 – More space, i.e. for the new café, taastrup theatre – Photo: Stamers Kontor 
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the workshops were invited. We have to say that the best proof that 
our strategy worked is that the theatre director has adjusted his pro-
gramme—they no longer show Viking plays, but include events that 
the young audience is more interested in: for example, they now have 
dance workshops. Moreover, it is great to see that the building has not 
been demolished. There is not a single scratch—no graffiti, no demoli-
tion. if we take this as a measure of its acceptance in the community,  
i must say we have been very successful. the building is very sus-
tainable—from an energy and social point of view. For me, climate  
chan(g)ce means that both have to go hand in hand.

the library in Copenhagen nordvest
the copenhagen neighbourhood Nordvest has also been stigmatised. 
the new building is an intervention in the area intended to create a 
new socially accepted community centre evolving around culture and 
learning. We used a strategy similar to the one in Taastrupto find accept 
ance for the new building in the community: early user involvement. 
however, in Nordvest—where the new building is an addition to an 
existing one—we used a different architectural language, which under-
lines the diversity of the building’s users. ethnic diversity is one of the 
rather new conditions in the metropolitan area of copenhagen (com-
pared to classical arrival cities like london or berlin). Yet, in general,  
where the “average citizen” is disappearing as a benchmark, architec-
tures and urban spaces that can be intuitively understood by people 
from different backgrounds are important for the citizens to participate 
in urban life with all benefits and duties.
the building is conceived as a stack of books – Fig. 1, 3a, 3b – in which 
each of the different departments of the library—for children, young 
adults, and adults, media library, and two multi-facility halls—provide 
very different atmospheres: they smell of wood, are black or colour-
ful, big or intimate, elegant or cosy. Yet, on the outside, the building is 
wrapped in one coherent envelope—a golden, metallic mesh that also 

Fig. 3b – library diagram: the building is conceived as a stack of books to provide 
very different atmospheres. – Drawing: COBE

Fig. 3a – library diagram: volume study of the different departments 
Drawing: COBE
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reflects the roughness of Nordvest. The building also functions like 
an urban passage. You may enter and hang out, without functional 
or institutional barriers. time will tell whether the building will be 
accepted by the different residents of the neighbourhood. Yet, one 
thing is certain—since the opening on 19 april 2011, it has been a 
highly visited and vibrant place.
in 2011, the library was awarded the medal for the “best and most 
beautiful public building in Copenhagen 2011.” We also received the 
MiPiM award in cannes for it. in another rather large-scale project 
we have been developing, there are many more users—but the ap-
proach to sustainable development has a similar angle: knowledge.

Knowledge network—development plan for the 
extension of Copenhagen university and other  

knowledge institutions at nørre Campus
Knowledge is an inexhaustible resource! the development plan 
begins with the observation that, unlike other resources, know 
ledge doesn’t decrease if it is used. it cannot be used up. instead, 
it increases in value if it is shared and applied. this has to do with 
the way knowledge is produced: in the old days, it was possible 
to know everything there was to know. today, knowledge is no 
longer a lockable canon. imagine a library containing all the books 
of the world—it would be impossible to read them in one lifetime.  
today, knowledge is more like a constant process of transformation 
in which knowledge is split up, fragmented, reassembled, revisited, 
filtered, adapted, and continuously confronted with new economic, 
technological, societal, or social conditions. 
that does not mean that the world is turned upside down constantly. 
instead, knowledge is transformed and extended into all directions. 
sometimes, the steps made in extending the body of knowledge are 
quantum leaps; sometimes they are detours. today, the design for 
a university environment—in which systematic scientific research 

is conducted—has to react to these contemporary conditions of the 
production and dissemination of knowledge: it has to offer the con-
ditions for systematic work and for the unforeseen encounter. With 
our design, we offer such a productive condition.
With our proposal for the development of Nørre campus, we bring 
forward the idea that improving the relation between the campus 
and the city is a major opportunity for a sustainable urban future 
of the area and the city of copenhagen as a whole!  improving this 
relation entails three layers: a physical, a mental, and an organisa-
tional: hardware, software, orgware (Knowledge Network).
With our proposal for Nørre campus Vidensnetværk, we suggest 
that the main knowledge institutions in the area—copenhagen uni-
versity, rigshospital, Professionshøjskolen Metropol, and cobis 
(including their visitors, users, and employees)—take on a central 
role in the area’s transformation towards a livelier and environmen-
tally friendlier living, working, and learning environment in and 
beyond today’s campus: a sustainable Knowledge Network. 
We use the image of a network to explain what we want. in the 
new science network, all educational facilities—universities, local 
schools, and kindergartens, but also bookshops or other facilities 
supporting research and education—are physically interlinked by 
means of open public space, new sports facilities, and transparent 
additions to already existing buildings. – Fig. 4 New buildings are 
only placed on already sealed land so that the campusis densify-
ing rather than sprawling or newly sealing hitherto unsealed virgin 
land. campus satellites in the surrounding neighbourhoods are at-
tractive addresses for residents to linger, mix with students and staff 
or the local business community. it is a high-quality public realm 
that binds the different facilities and their users together.
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Six strategies to guide the development of nørre Campus
With the proposal, we devised five general strategies—Open! Con-
nect! Mirror! densify! enhance!—that would support a better inte- 
gration of city and campus for the benefit of both. A sixth strategy—
Open Process!—is about the translation of the first five strategies 
into hundreds of projects for thousands of users. the six guiding 
strategies are:

Build a knowledge network from isolated institutions—open! the cam-
pus is located in a metropolitan region featuring a number of cut-
ting-edge educational institutions, research institutes, universities, 
but also local schools, libraries, and kindergartens. copenhagen is 
the heart and engine of that region. being located in a central part 
of copenhagen, Nørre campus offers the potential to open these 
rather isolated, discrete, and closed institutions, and to connect them 
physically (hardware) and mentally (software) with each other and 
with the city. by building this Knowledge Network,we will invite a 
wider public into the area thereby improving exchange, innovation, 
communication, knowledge building, and diffusion. – Fig. 5

climate chan(g)ce!
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Fig. 5 (left) – scheme open!, Fig. 6 (right) – scheme connect! 
Drawings: COBE
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From separators to connectors — connect! The major traffic arteries—
Nørre allé, tagensvej, Jagdvej, and blegdamsvej—have a separat-
ing effect on the different campus areas and the adjacent neighbour-
hoods. by physically improving and integrating the separators, they 
have the potential to become strong addresses and connectors. the 
connectors not only facilitate long-distance connections, but also 
short-distance connection across their profile. – Fig. 6

From campus in the city to city-campus—mirror! Nørre campus is em-
bedded in a culturally rich and diverse urban context. there is a 
large potential for sustainable development in physically improving 
the porosity of the campus boarders. by mirroring city and campus 
across the connectors, both will cross-fertilise and complement each 
other for the benefit of both. – Fig. 7

Growth potential—fill in! Nørre campus and the adjacent neighbour-
hoods are like a collage of building clusters and open spaces, each 
with a strong identity and internal logic. the building clusters have 
the spatial potential to be upgraded and extended in their own log-
ic and aesthetics, without reducing the amount or quality of open 
spaces. enhancing the individual clusters’ diversity in both the built 
and unbuilt realm will contribute to attracting diverse uses and 
users. – Fig. 8

Beautiful natural setting—enforce! Nørre campus is located in copen-
hagen, which is so remarkable for its beautiful, natural setting. the 
accessibility to the lakes, the parks, and the sea from Nørre campus 
can be enhanced by defining, expanding, and enforcing the quality 
of open spaces in the campus area. a diverse open, lush, and green 
realm will increase the attraction of the Nørre campus. – Fig. 10 

Fig. 7 (left) – scheme Mirror!, Fig. 8 (right) – scheme Fill in! 
Drawings: COBE

Fig. 9 (left) – scheme enforve!, Fig. 10 (right) – scheme open process! 
Drawings: COBE
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From 5 strategies to 100 projects for 100,000 users—open process! With 
the five strategies, we provide clear recommendations that are open 
and specific enough to guide an open yet robust process of susta-
in-able growth and development. allowing for the translation into 
a multitude of specific projects, the five strategies safeguard the 
phys-ical and mental conditions of exchange, communication, inno- 
vation, participation, and international appeal. – Fig. 10

sustainable by design? i think these examples show that there can 
and must be different strategic approaches to sustainable design. 
Each assignment must be answered in a context–specific way, even 
if the aspiration is the same.

Vanessa Miriam carlow
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